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Chairman’s Introduction

Why did the caterpillar cross the
road?

Like the butterfly season just past, which saw
an explosion in the fortunes of many species
we experienced a similar and very pleasant
increase in members. I would speculate that it
may have been as a result of the warm sunny
weather but much more likely it was as a
result of some of the many events run around
the country with butterflies and moths as the
main interest. To all our new members for
whatever reason you joined, welcome, I hope
you all get as much pleasure out of
discovering butterflies, their life history and
their habitats we do. Our government gauges
the happiness of our population by the interest
we take in some of the more common things
around us like the birds, plants and butterflies.
We, as branch members, are well placed to
benefit from our interest, so let’s build on it
and enjoy them even more.

Since the end of July, while working on the
airfield at RAF Kinloss I have come across a
large number of Fox Moth, (Macrothylacia
rubi) caterpillars crossing the taxi tracks, and
I wonder why they do this. The area as you
would expect is about 80% grass so there is
no shortage of places for the caterpillars to do
what caterpillars do. I have picked up well
over thirty in a single day, crisscrossing the
taxi tracks. There does not seem to be any
reason for the direction they are traveling, the
weather conditions appear to make no
difference as I have seen two crossing at the
same time in opposite directions as well as
some in the heaviest rain.
I have picked them up to save them being
squashed by airfield transport and after a few
minutes they open up and are happy to carry
on into the grass. It seems strange that they
are leaving an area of grass to cross over to an
identical piece of grass only twenty to thirty
yards away. If anyone can help me solve this
intriguing puzzle I would be most grateful.
Allan J. Lawrence.

Camberwell Beauty Invasion
On the 6 Aug 2006 we received the following
information (amended slightly by ED) from
Chris van Swaay, Dutch Butterfly
Conservation:

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth Jane Bowman

Obituary - Gill Nisbet
Dear British Colleagues,
Sadly I have to report the death of Gill Nisbet
who died on the 31 st of August after a long
illness. Gill wrote several articles for our
Newsletter and recorded butterflies in remote
areas on our behalf. Gill was also co-author
of “Highland Bumblebees” and a keen general
recorder. We will miss her and we offer our
condolences to her family.

Since Friday an invasion of N antiopa started
here in NL. Friday, 4 observations, Saturday
15 or so. They seem to be concentrated in the
west, so I guess the UK might get some too.
I add a map for those two days from our
online recording scheme. We will try to track
this invasion from day to day on our website!
At least, I hope there will a lot to records, just
like in 1995... Now hope for fine weather. It

Jimmy McKellar
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would be great if we could follow this
invasion all over Europe and know where
they come from. Regarding the northern
winds of last week I guess that Scandinavia is
a good option. The 1995 invasion came from
Central Europe.

AM
Wageningen
The
Netherlands
Tel: +31-(0)317-467346 Fax: +31-(0)317420296
email:
chris.vanswaay@vlinderstichting.nl
www.vlinderstichting.nl
<http://www.vlinderstichting.nl/>
www.vlindernet.nl
<http://www.vlindernet.nl/>

Best wishes,
Chris

Moth Side-effects of Botanical
Recording in VC106 in 2006
While recording plants on Beinn Liath Mhor a
Ghiubhais Li at the end of May we saw a
moth struggling in the wind in the dwarf
vegetation near the summit and a digital
image was taken. This was kindly confirmed
by David Barbour as a Broad-bordered White
Underwing, Anarta melanopa which is a Red
Data Book species found mainly in the central
Highlands. David commented that Easter
Ross was a bit out of the general range for
this moth and there hadn't been any records
there recently. However the moth appears to
be quite keen on Easter Ross as it was spotted
again on Carn Ban in VC106 in mid June by
Heather McHaffie when we were there with
her monitoring plants. In this situation it was
again near the summit clinging to Loisleuria
procumbens so most likely to be seen by
those interested in the vegetation.

The updated distribution map.

Another very attractive moth spotted while
we were gazing soulfully at vegetation at the
side of a track in Strathconon Forest in
August in the rain was the Manchester Treblebar, Carsia sororiata which is a northern
species classified as Nationally Scarce B. We
also saw the common but “high living” Red
Carpet in Fuar-tholl Mor below Maoile
Lunndaid in July and this is another attractive
moth.

The website is at:
http://www.vlinderstichting.nl/index.asp?Nieu
wsid=503
*************************************
Chris van Swaay De Vlinderstichting - Dutch
Butterfly Conservation Postbus 506NL-6700

Barbara Balinger
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In the lowlands of Easter Ross a very fine
Wood Tiger, Prasemia plantaginis was seen
on Pitmaduthy Moss in August while near the
coast there were hundreds of Silver Y moths,
Autographa gamma nectaring on the flowers,
a wonderful sight.

I will be working to promote and raise
awareness of the important butterfly and moth
species within the national park. I will be
organising a series of workshops in
Strathspey, Deeside and the Angus Glens to
recruit and train local volunteers in butterfly
and moth id, survey techniques and
encouraging them to get actively involved
with recording. The following workshops
will target a number of UKBAP priority
species
including
the
Pearl-bordered
Fritillary, the Kentish glory and the Argent &
Sable.

Barbara Balinger

•
•
•
•

Barbara Balinger

•
•

Butterflies and Moths in the
Cairngorms Mean Business!

Glen Doll – April – Introduction to
moth trapping and identification.
Muir of Dinnet – May – The Kentish
Glory and Netted Mountain Moth
Laggan – May - The Pearl Bordered
Fritillary
Blair Athol – June – Introduction to
Butterfly Identification
Newtonmore – June – Argent & Sable
Tomintoul – July – Introduction to
Butterfly Identification

Since 1st August I have been working in
Stirling on a part-time basis for Butterfly
Conservation as the ‘Butterflies and Moths in
the Cairngorms mean business’ Project
Officer. I have now moved north and am
based in the Cairngorms National Park
Authority offices in Grantown on Spey. The
project is funded by The Cairngorms National
Park Authority, Cairngorms Leader+ and
Scottish Natural Heritage and is a
continuation of a project that started in 2005.

There will be two workshops aimed at people
working in tourism – Grantown on Spey in
April & Ballater in July. This will encourage
tourism operators to promote butterflies and
moths to visitors, helping them to enjoy the
natural heritage of the area and make return
visits.
I will also be working with landowners and
countryside staff to establish butterfly trails in
areas where visitors and locals can see

Jane Bowman
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butterflies and moths, as well as producing
information leaflets describing individual
species and offering advice to landowners on
practical conservation.

Black Rustic
Brick
Brimstone
Bulrush Wainscot
Canary-shouldered Thorn
Dark Marbled Carpet
December Moth (deceased)
Feathered Thorn
Flounced Chestnut
Frosted Orange
Green-brindled Crescent
Grey Pine Carpet
July Highflyer
Large Yellow Underwing
Lesser Yellow Underwing
Merveille de Jour
Pine Carpet
Red-green Carpet
Rosy Rustic
Sallow
Silver Y
Small Wainscot
Vapourer
Yellow-line Quaker

For more information and details of how to
get involved, contact Yvonne Malcolm,
Cairngorms Project Officer on 01479 873535
or e-mail
ymalcolm@butterfly-conservation.org.

National Moth Night 2006

The evening was more of a chatty social than
a serious moth trapping exercise with Colin
supplying the food and light refreshments.
The traps were dotted around the Colin’s
large garden which gave some of the guests
the opportunity to clandestinely sample the
forbidden fruit. Later Tony Mainwood
treated us to a slide show, the pictures proving
to be an identification challenge with a lot of
discussion and light-hearted banter. At the
end we were unexpectedly exposed to truly
terrifying images of Polar Bears in their
natural habitat. It was certainly a night to
remember.

National moth night is held each year and is
Britain's largest survey of the moths flying
around the country. It is run jointly by
Atropos (the journal for butterfly, moth and
dragonfly enthusiasts) and Butterfly
Conservation. It was held on 23rd September
this year and various events took place across
Scotland.
We joined in by recording some of the moths
in Colin Ridley’s garden at Scotsburn, Easter
Ross (between Tain and Alness). To attract
them several methods could have been used,
none of which are harmful. Natural
Attractants - Nectar plants attracting
butterflies by day will attract moths at night.
Check flowering plants with a torch for
feeding moths. Light - Moths are attracted to
light. Leave porch lights on after dark, lit
fence posts can be made more attractive by
draping over a white sheet, or light traps can
be used. On this occasion we used sugaring
and light traps. The catch was as follows:

Our thanks go to Colin for a very interesting
mix of participants and entertainment.
Jimmy McKellar
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Leaving a legacy to Butterfly Conservation
will not cost you anything in your lifetime
and could reduce the amount of inheritance
tax your family may have to pay on the value
of your estate, as all legacy gifts to charity are
free of tax. Best of all, though, you will be
making a lasting contribution to the
conservation of Britain’s butterflies and
moths.
Butterfly Conservation relies heavily on the
support of its members and friends, so please
will you consider making a gift to the Society
in your Will?

How one woman’s gift will make
a world of difference.

To talk informally, and in confidence, about
helping Butterfly Conservation with a gift in
your Will, please telephone me on 01403
256175, or write to me at our Lulworth
offices.

When Pamela Lewis was alive, she visited
Butterfly Conservation’s reserve at Prestbury
Hill in Gloucestershire. She was inspired by
that wonderful place and its profusion of
butterflies.
When Pamela died she
remembered Butterfly Conservation in her
Will with a generous gift.

David Bridges
Head of Fundraising

REPORT FROM THE WEST
COAST 2006

In 2005 we used Pamela’s legacy to create a
new nature reserve at Alners Gorse so that we
could conserve one of the most important
areas in Dorset for the Marsh Fritillary (and
countless other rare butterflies and moths).
We shall be using this new reserve to show
other landowners from this beautiful part of
Dorset, and further afield, how to create and
maintain the habitat that the Marsh Fritillary
needs for it to thrive.

SUMMARY
Probably the most significant events in 2006
concerned the establishment in Lochalsh of
several species which are clearly spreading
northwards within the Highlands: the V-Pug,
Scorched Wing, Satin Beauty and Clouded
Silver moths and the Peacock butterfly. Other
moths that are now being seen more
frequently have probably been overlooked in
the past due to the shortage of moth
enthusiasts. They include Birch Mocha,
Barred Carpet, Lunar Marbled Brown, Least
Black Arches and Oak Nycteoline. These five
moths are scarce or local species but are
widespread throughout Britain at least as far
north as Ross-shire and Inverness-shire
whereas the range of the first four moths is
currently regarded as extending no further
north than Argyll in the west (but as far north
as Aberdeen-shire in the east in the case of
Satin Beauty).

In time, Pamela’s influence on the
conservation of the Marsh Fritillary could be
enormous.
We welcome legacy gifts of any size and
every legacy we receive is put to work to
make a lasting difference. This could be
through our educational work with young
people, or in the development of a landscape
conservation project in an important butterfly
area, or by paying for the ongoing
management of our nature reserves.
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BUTTERFLIES
Generally it was a much better year for
butterflies although it got off to a slow start,
possibly due to the lower average
temperatures during March and April
compared with the two previous years.
Actually my first butterfly of the year was a
Small Tortoiseshell on 27th January. This was
in a room at the Auchtertyre Community
Education Centre which was being used for a
committee meeting of the South West Ross
Field Club. The butterfly was living
dangerously by walking about on the floor,
except for a brief detour up one member’s
trouser leg, but we did manage to vacate the
room without treading on it. Why it should
have been on the move in January is hard to
understand as I can vouch for the fact that the
room was pretty cold when we arrived.

Barred Carpet

The other major development was the
confirmation of the presence of the Squarespotted Clay in the Dornie/Inverinate area.
This is a BAP Priority Species and Butterfly
Conservation has been actively targeting this
moth in Argyll and Lochalsh in recent years.
Although only two adults and two larvae had
been recorded previously (in 2000 and 2004)
no fewer than seven adults were trapped
between 26th July and 13 th August. Five of
these were in our garden on Carr Brae, one
was caught in another trap on Carr Brae and
the other was trapped at a site in Inverinate,
which is in a new 10km square for the
species. This was despite the fact that
concerted searches in March had failed to
locate any larvae in the area.
On a personal level I continued to record a
few new moth species, and this was helped by
extending trapping activity into other parts of
Lochalsh. New species identified on home
territory were Sandy Carpet, Tawny Speckled
Pug, Yellow-barred Brindle and Light Knot
Grass whilst those from other sites included
Bleached Pug, Tawny-barred Angle, Grey
Scalloped Bar, Brussels Lace, Marbled
Coronet and The Shears. The latter was,
surprisingly, a first for Lochalsh.
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My first flying butterfly of the year was not
seen until 29 th April. This was also a Small
Tortoiseshell, and my only April butterfly. It
was 5 th May before the season really got
under way with an Orange-tip, four Green
Hairstreak and brief glimpses of two probable
Speckled Wood. Although fairly widespread
in Lochalsh the Orange-tip expanded its range
on to Carr Brae where I recorded 17 butterflydays compared with a total of only three
butterfly-days prior to 2006. As usual the
flight period was short with the last two being
seen at Coille Mhor on 6th June. All those
sighted were males so the expansion might be
short-lived unless there were one or two
females about.

next day at Allt-nan-sugh and Lochcarron.
There was then a gap until August when there
were four reports during the month between
18th and 23 rd from as far afield as Avernish,
Canna, Achintraid and Kyleakin. The first
proof of breeding in Lochalsh came from Jean
and Brian Saville who found four newlyemerged adults at Glenelg on 11th September
and there were six other reports during
September. These included three Peacocks on
my transect on Carr Brae on 8th and eight seen
by Jill Smith at Strath, Gairloch on 23 rd. The
last Peacock to be reported was seen by Ishbel
Cameron at Drumbuie on 15 th October.
I saw my first two Pearl-bordered Fritillaries
of the year on the Carr Brae transect on 17th
May, followed by eight on 2nd June. The
fritillaries were particularly flighty during the
overlap period of Pearl-bordered and Small
Pearl-bordered in the first week of June and it
was impossible to make accurate counts. By
contrast on 23rd June the Small Pearl-bordered
were very lethargic, sitting around and easy to
approach and I was able to count a record
total of 51 along the transect. It was a totally
overcast day with the temperature hovering
around the recommended minimum of 17
degrees and the only other butterflies on the
transect that day were 14 Small Heath and a
Green-veined White.

Rowena and Kenneth Oliver, whose garden at
Allt-nan-sugh has been a hot spot for early
butterflies in recent years, saw no butterflies
until 4th May. They also then recorded Small
Tortoiseshell, Orange-tip and Speckled Wood
within three days but did not see any Green
Hairstreak this year.

It was a better year for Meadow Brown and
Dark Green Fritillary although I failed to see
any of the latter in our garden for the third
year running. Numbers of Common Blue
were low again on Carr Brae but I did see
higher numbers at Avernish. Scotch Argus
were numerous and widespread as usual
during August with a maximum of 97 on the

The first Peacock of the year was another
suicidal individual and kept settling on the
road outside Dornie Stores despite my
attempts to encourage it to fly away. This
was on 8th May and others were reported the
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transect on 3 rd, and I recorded my latest ever
Scotch Argus on 15 th September. During the
South West Ross Field Club’s trip to the Isle
of Canna on 19th August I identified an
impressive nine species of butterfly. It was
not until I submitted my records to David
Barbour that I discovered that my Scotch
Argus was a first for the island. The other
butterflies seen were Green-veined White,
Common Blue, Red Admiral, Painted Lady,
Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Meadow
Brown and Small Heath.

MOTHS
My last report ended in October 2005.
Nothing of note occurred during November or
December but all the regular species were
seen: December Moth, Winter and Northern
Winter, Feathered Thorn, Scarce and Mottled
Umber. The maximum number of Winter
Moths at the windows was a mere 21 on 13 th
December compared with the 135 on 14 th
December 2004.
Only three species were noted during January
but one of these (Red-green Carpet) was a
first for January. The relatively mild weather
must have roused it from its slumbers.

Much has been written already about 2006
being one of the best years ever for migrant
butterflies. I was away more than usual
during August, September and October so
missed the chance to witness some of this
second influx. During the earlier wave of
migrants in June I had my first record of a
Small White in the garden and assume that
this was a migrant along with the Red
Admirals, Painted Ladies and Silver Y moths.
Red Admirals and Painted Ladies were
widespread during the second influx but not
in the numbers seen on the east side of the
country. To my knowledge no Clouded
Yellows have been reported from Skye or
Lochalsh.

My first new moth of the year was a Yellowbarred Brindle on 28th April. I was fortunate
to find this individual late in the day on the
wall of the house having missed it in the
morning when I examined the contents of the
trap and other moths around the trap. I have
found that a repeat search later in the day is
always worthwhile and was particularly so on
this occasion. The other addition to the April
checklist was Yellow Horned with two late
individuals on 4th and 5 th. May was
disappointing on the whole but a Lunar
Marbled Brown was seen on 7th and Least
Black Arches was recorded on three days. A
late Small Quaker on 7 th was new for May as
was Powdered Quaker on 12th with another on
21st. I recorded only 27 species of macro
moth during the month compared with 39 in
May 2005 and 53 in May 2004.

Every year I intend to search for Grayling
along the rocky coast line between Kyle and
Plockton but for some reason it never
happens. My only positive record for
Lochalsh was at An Dubh-aird on 27th July
1997 and I had three other possible sightings
in Kyle and at Port-an-eorna during 1996 and
1997.

I raved about June last year but June 2006
was even better with 87 species recorded in
the garden alone. 20 of these were additions
to the June checklist and with a further ten
species recorded at other sites this boosted the
June total to 129. This put June briefly ahead
of the total for July. New species for the
garden were Birch Mocha, Sandy Carpet and
Light Knot Grass and other significant
records included my third Scorched Wing in
three years, my second Clouded Silver, seven
Least Black Arches on 1 st and Beautiful
Brocade and Saxon on 28th. June was also the
star month at other sites. Tawny-barred

Once again I failed to look for this elusive
butterfly in 2006 but an interesting record
came to my attention. On 14 th August a
butterfly landed on someone’s clothing in the
centre of Kyle. They had the presence to catch
it somehow and take it to Ishbel Cameron
who was able to identify it as a Grayling.
So next July/August I will definitely be
making a search for this species………(!)
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Angle was found at two sites in Kyle and two
more Clouded Silver, a Grey Scalloped Bar,
Least Black Arches, Marbled Coronet, Light
Knot Grass, Saxon and Oak Nycteoline were
trapped at one of the Kyle sites. A Birch
Mocha at the Coille Mhor SSSI on 5 th June
was compensation for a poor catch of only six
moths. This moth has now been found at
three widely scattered sites in the last twelve
months.

July rising above that of June again, reaching
an impressive 136.
Although I was away from the 19th I still
managed to record 70 species during August
and to add nine species to the August
checklist. These included late Riband Wave,
Clouded Border and Marbled Minor, two
particularly smart Twin-spot Carpets, a
second Tawny Speckled Pug and two Scarce
Silver Y. There were five more Barred
Carpets and another V-Pug on 3rd, two more
Square-spotted Clay on 3 rd and 13 th, another
Satin Beauty on 13th and another Pinionstreaked Snout on 3rd. The only numerous
moths during August were the marbled
carpets (47 on 13th) and Triple-spotted Clay
(65 on 3rd). Fortunately I don’t get the
excessive numbers of Large Yellow
Underwing that can be such a problem in the
trap in some areas and nine was my maximum
count of this species on 13th.
I was only at home from 6 th until 18th
September so missed out on several species
that I would normally see at this time of year.
However a final trapping session on 17th
(prior to heading off to Canada for three
weeks) produced some surprising results,
namely single specimens of Pebble Hook-tip,
Riband Wave, yet another V-Pug, Small
Angle Shades and The Snout. None of these
moths should have been around by this date,
which is well outside their flight periods for
northern Britain. Presumably some, if not all,
were indicative of second generations which
normally only occur much further south. It
has been a relatively poor year for Yellowringed Carpet so it was good to have four
sightings between 8 th and 17th September
including a small specimen on 16th.

July came a close second to June with 84
species in the garden, eight of which were
new for the month. These included another
Sandy Carpet, my first Tawny Speckled Pug,
three Square-spotted Clay (the two previous
records were in August), my only Silver Hook
of the year and an unprecedented number of
Pinion-streaked Snout. The month was also
notable for the numbers of Barred Carpet, VPug and Satin Beauty. No fewer than 34
Barred Carpets and 9 V-Pugs were trapped on
Carr Brae on 26th plus two V-Pugs at the
Inverinate site. Three Satin Beauties on Carr
Brae on 17 th and 26th were followed by ten at
a site near Duirinish on 27th. The Satin
Beauties in this area are rather dark and
undistinguished and hardly merit the title
“Beauty”. Two more V-Pugs were trapped at
the Duirinish site where the catch also
included an exceptional 22 Dotted Carpets.
Earlier in the month a site at Kirkton had
provided me with my first record of Brussels
Lace as well as two more Sandy Carpets,
another Tawny-barred Angle and my only
two Small Fan-foots of the year. The trapping
at other sites resulted in the overall total for

A December Moth on 15 th October was my
earliest record by eight days but no more were
seen until 27 th. My previous earliest sighting
on 23rd October 2001 was 18 days ahead of
my second record that year. One can’t help
wondering what happens to individuals that
emerge so far ahead of their contemporaries.
Do they lead a sad and lonely life and die
without having had the opportunity to mate or
-9-
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are they able to hang on until others appear on
the scene? A Satellite on 15 th was the only
addition to the October checklist but a Ruby
Tiger caterpillar on the wall of the house on
23 rd was a first for the garden. Having seen
Six-spot Burnet and Common Heath in the
garden earlier in the year my garden list now
equals my overall Carr Brae total of 236
species of macro-moth. A faded Green
Carpet on 15th October was another moth well
beyond the quoted flight period for this
species, even in the south of England (August
to early September for its second generation)
and yet I had also seen a very late individual
on 29th October 2004.

These totals just refer to moths that I have
recorded myself. The overall total for other
interesting moth sightings during the year
have included an Orange Underwing seen by
Barbara Soutar near Duirinish on 5th May and
a Manchester Treble-bar trapped by Ishbel
Cameron at Drumbuie on 7th August. Four
Hummingbird Hawk-moths have been
reported, possibly the first records for Wester
Ross. A remarkably early one was seen by
Jean and Brian Saville at Glenelg on 4 th June,
followed by two sightings in Lochcarron on
6 th September and 5 th October while another
was seen at Inverinate by Davy Croy on 16th
September.

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth,
Jane Bowman

The number of moths recorded in each month
now stands as follows:
Month

Jan

No of Species 7

Feb

Mar Apr

May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

Oct

Nov Dec

Total

10

22

76

136

118

37

20

253

41

129

77

13

Lochalsh has now risen to 285 species which
is ten more than the estimate given for the
whole of Vice-County 105 in Leverton
(2001).
I have now taken on the role of moth recorder
for Wester Ross so would be pleased to
receive details of any moths identified within
Watsonian Vice-County 105. Please send
records to Brian Neath, Culag, Carr Brae,
Dornie, Kyle, Ross-shire, IV40 8HA or e-mail
brian@culag.plus.com
Ray Collier, David McAllister and Jimmy McKellar – see Chairmen

(All untitled photographs of moths by the author)
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Bombus lucorum. Although not lepidoptera it
does show the variety of interest we come
across on field trips.

Butterfly Awareness
With the help of the grant towards the cost of
a camera and some butterfly nets and pots we
have been able to introduce quite a number of
different groups to the delights of butterflies
and moths. We planned 5 trips and a moth
evening.
The first trip was a joint trip with Tain &
District Field Club and our own Butterfly
Conservation Highland Branch to Edderton
Hill at the invitation of the farmer, Reay
Clarke.

Bombus cryptarum.

The view from Edderton Hill.
Some of the party at Edderton Old Church.

Reay has invited us back to record when the
weather has improved and we will certainly
be accepting his invitation.

Reay has spent many years planting trees and
generally enhancing his land for the benefit of
nature and people alike. The weather on this
occasion was rather cool but we still managed
to find some lepidoptera interest in the form
of a Dark Tussock larva.

_______________________________
Our second trip was to Cnoc Croit na Maoile
near Muir of Ord. This hill is sometimes
known as Ord Hill.

Dark Tussock.

The views were superb and the weather
eventually picked up allowing us to
photograph the new species of bumblebee,
Bombus cryptarum which has been split from

Our group ready for action.

The weather on this occasion was even less
kind and at one stage I suggested going back
but the group would have none of it and as
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luck would have it the weather turned and we
had a rather pleasant day with a picnic in the
sunshine.

Unfortunately the heavens opened and we
continued the trip in a steady downpour which
eventually dried up just long enough for us to
see a Meadow Brown.
_______________________________
An impromptu trip to Belmaduthy Dam with
the Scottish Wildlife Trust gave us the chance
to reach a wider audience, some of whom can
be seen in the following picture.

This is how it’s done.

Lepidoptera were in short supply on this trip
too but we were shown what to do by this
young man when he spotted a newt. The nets
and pots can be put to may uses.
_______________________________
Our third trip was to The Talich on the 24th of
June, a good time for orchids and butterflies.

SWT trip to Belmaduthy Dam.

_______________________________
Next we went to Nigg Ferry where we had
one of the best butterfly days ever. The
weather was warm and still and the butterflies
were on the wing in good numbers, by the end
of the day we had a total of 12 species and
everyone was delighted. For such a small
area this has to be one of the best for
butterflies in the whole of Highland.
At the Talich.

The weather was lovely to start with and we
saw lots of Orange Tip butterflies and this
Painted Lady.

The site at Nigg.

Painted Lady.
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This project is part of the Highland BAP
Implementation Programme, financed by the
European Union under the North and West
Highland Leader+ 2000-2006 Programmes,
Scottish Natural Heritage and The Highland
Council.
Jimmy McKellar
(Chairman - Butterfly Conservation Highland Branch)

A Peacock on Ragwort.

Reminiscences of 2004, 2005
and 2006

_______________________________
Throughout the Summer we reached a large
number of people who experienced “hands
on” butterflies, we recorded all species we
came across and hopefully gave the attendees
the opportunity to see butterflies and moths in
a different light. With luck we hope they
continue to enjoy this interest and the “feel
good” factor long into the future. We also
collected details of new colonies to
investigate and these will be dealt with next
year.

For me 2004 was the year of the peacock
butterfly. My mentor, who introduced me to
the world of butterflies and moths, had only
seen one specimen in central Aberdeenshire in
the first three quarters of the twentieth
century. I had seen a very occasional
specimen on the buddleia in the years
immediately prior to 2004. Normally the
buddleia in the autumn was principally the
domain of the small tortoiseshell with the red
admiral always in second place and in a good
year, the painted lady would be present in
single figures. 2004 was remarkable in so far
as these three butterfly species were all
present but the peacock butterflies arrived in
numbers that exceeded the others put
together. How would the peacock fare in
2005? In my case not well. No specimens
were seen.

A Small White.

The equipment bought with the grant will
allow us to continue to record and photograph
butterflies, moths, habitats and attendees so
that we can illustrate articles and update our
(now up and running) website.
In conclusion, this has been a very
worthwhile exercise and a great many people
have benefited from it. The main lesson
learnt is how keen everyone was to learn and
to help by supplying records and to enjoy the
trips no matter what the weather.

2005 was notable because of certain
observations related to the large white. It has
been my experience for quite a number of
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years that the large white would lay eggs on
the leaves of the Swede turnip. Whether it
has always done (Richard South has no record
of this in his 1921 edition although oil-seed
rape receives a mention in “The Millennium
Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland –
2001”) or this is a more recent phenomenon is
an issue for someone with more knowledge
than I to answer.

As I approached the first magnificent beech,
my first sighting was of the small yellow
cocoons of a parasitised chrysalis prominently
featuring against the grey beech bark. Closer
examination revealed large white single pupae
and also groups of up to five or six. Some
were in crevices and others randomly attached
from a few feet above ground level to over
twenty feet up. Since this woodland is on top
of a small hill and exposed to the elements I
studied their placement in relation to the
compass directions. Naively I had thought
they would seek the shelter and relative
warmth of the south facing side. In fact they
were evenly distributed around the trunk of
the tree. This tree was only a few yards from
the turnip field and two other beech trees
along the same edge were similarly colonised.

I did notice three small whites flitting casually
over a small field of Swedes as I second hoed
these in early July 2005. The large whites
had also been at work, for when I returned
several weeks later I welcomed the sight (they
slow the development of the turnips but there
was sufficient for both our needs) of many
hundreds of pieris brassicae caterpillars
voraciously devouring the turnip leaves
largely at the north end of the field.

I ventured twenty yards into the wood and
found the caterpillars had made their way to
trees at this distance through the grass and
leaf mould. At fifty yards the numbers were
smaller but amazingly they had crawled all
this distance when a suitable refuge was much
closer to hand. There was a Scots pine at this
distance but it had attracted only two – was it
because of better camouflage on the beech
bark or some other reason, (maybe their feet
were becoming tender and they didn’t fancy
the rougher pine bark!).
The wood stretches to around one hundred
and ten yards from the turnip field and yes, at
least three caterpillars had made it this
distance – and no they didn’t come from
another location. The only food plants in the

After this I had no recourse to visit the field
for agricultural reasons but on walking past it
in September I thought to myself, “I wonder
how the caterpillars fared?”, I could see the
areas where they had been feeding, clearly
delineated by the damaged foliage but by this
time they had departed and would have
pupated. To the east of the field lies a drystane dyke with fence posts carrying a single
wire. I searched both dyke and fence posts
but there were no signs of pupae.
Immediately to the north of the small field is
about an acre of woodland, largely mature
beech, some around seventy feet in height,
Scots pine and birch. That was my next port
of call.
- 14 -
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other direction are cabbages in my garden,
two hundred yards away and there were no
large white caterpillars on these. I felt
particular remorse for one of the caterpillars
since, on making its way for over a hundred
yards and climbing up a tree it then met an
untimely end when the ichneumon caterpillars
emerged and pupated.

Snippets
After what seems like an eternity Highland
Branch has at last managed to get a web
presence. Our new website can be found at:
http://www.highland-butterflies.org.uk/
Our site is still in its infancy but has contact
details and a few other pieces of information
and some articles from our Newsletters, with
pictures! Large oak trees from little acorns
grow... I fully intend to update it frequently,
to keep it current, so any snippets to add
content would be most welcome. It still needs
a bit of tidying up but as my webmaster
abilities increase it should become a lot more
professional really soon.

For me it was a learning experience in a
number of ways. I resolved to follow
progress closely in the spring when the warm
rays of the sun would stimulate a new chapter
in the lives of these fascinating insects.
It was mid-February when I next visited the
wood. The sight before me was not what I
had anticipated. Instead of seeing numerous
pupae, it was only through the sharp eyes of
my daughter that three were eventually found.
It was a similar tale in relation to the
ichneumon cocoons. What fate had befallen
them? No doubt there could be several
reasons. My own suspicions lie with the
greater spotted woodpecker, a species which
only appears very infrequently in our vicinity
at a neighbour’s bird table. However a pair
had appeared in late autumn and could be
seen (and heard) on a daily basis for a number
of weeks. Had they chanced upon a
cornucopia of lepidopterous largesse? If so
they then disappeared to seek pastures new
when the harvest came to an end. Such are
the ways of nature.

Any comments on content or tips would be
most appreciated, as would any articles for
the site.

As I pen the last words of this article in
August 2006, the half dozen buddleia bushes
in the garden are festooned with butterflies
and moths. Of the former there are small and
large whites, painted ladies, peacocks,
tortoiseshells and a predominance of red
admirals. I don’t ever recall seeing so many
in the garden

Small Heath

A Letter From Lewis
31 Lemreway
South Lochs
Isle of Lewis
HS2 9RD

Prof George Downie

14 August 2006

Dear Editor
I was interested to read Frank Stark’s article
about butterflies headed ‘Small Heath’ in his
- 15 -
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‘Natural Wonders’ column in last week’s
issue of ‘The Hebridean’. It contained much
useful information and an excellent
photograph. The only problem is that the
butterfly he describes, and the photograph, is
almost certainly the Large Heath.

The last few years have been exciting times
for butterfly observation in the Hebrides.
Probably reflecting climate change, Lewis
now has a thriving population of Speckled
Wood butterflies in the Castle Grounds,
Stornoway – the first time this species has
ever been recorded here - and there has also
been a record of a Peacock butterfly in Lewis.
While the Minch continues to be a barrier to
many species, it is not impossible that other
butterflies (for example, the Orange Tip)
could spread here. Also, under-recording in
the past means that there are certainly new
discoveries waiting to be made – this summer,
for example, new colonies of the Common
Blue butterfly have been found in Calbost and
Lemreway in South Lochs.
Any records of butterflies, common or rare,
are very valuable in monitoring the changing
situation. If any of your readers would like to
help, they are welcome to contact me at the
above address and I will ensure their records
are fed in to the Butterfly Conservation
database.

Large Heath, Duncan Davidson

There has been confusion over the
identification of this butterfly in Lewis in the
past, since the form of Large Heath found
here (‘scotica’) is virtually spotless, unlike its
counterparts on most of the mainland, and so
more likely to be mistaken for the Small
Heath, despite its larger size. But as shown by
the
atlases
produced
by
Butterfly
Conservation covering the periods 1995-99
and 2000-04, there have been no recent
recordings of Small Heath in Lewis, although
several of the Large Heath (in contrast with
the mainland where the Small Heath is more
common). Frank’s description of the
butterfly’s habitat and eggs, and the
photograph, are also consistent with the Large
Heath.

Yours sincerely,
John Randall

The first Highland butterfly 2006
Pete Moore the Insh Marshes RSPB Reserve
Warden sent an email saying he had his first
butterfly on 27 March 2006 at Insh Marshes,
it was a Peacock and the weather really warm
and sunny. He recons it went back into
hibernation – and wouldn’t you?

Last Highland Butterfly 2006
On the 4 th of November 2006 Bill Slater
reported that on leaving Buckie there was a
glimmer of sun between 10:00 & 11, and he
saw 2 Red Admirals in the garden.

Speckled Wood
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for Orange-tips.
Unfortunately the plants
themselves do not do well here, and Orange –
tips themselves are very sporadic, and I cannot
really attribute their presence to the plants. This
year I tried monarda (grown from seed), hemp
agrimony and yellow dead-nettle (imported),
but although this has been the best year for
butterflies and bumblebees generally, I can’t say
that any of these plants contributed to their
success.
In chronological order, these flowering plants
have been in my experience most attractive to
flying insects and butterflies in particular;
aubretia (May-June), honesty, flowering sage,
garden thyme and lobelia (June till October),
marguerites, especially ox-eye daisies, lupins,
late-flowering verbena, and of course buddleia.
A large purple alium was visited by a Red
Admiral in early June. Foxgloves are great
attractors for bees; incidentally, I noticed not a
single honey bee amongst the crowds of
“bumbles” this year and despite late summer
and the abundance of ripe fruit, a singular
absence of wasps.
Ice-plants,(sedum
spectabile), which didn’t come into full flower
until October, did not attract the late butterflies,
only hoverflies, bumble-bees, also Silver Y
moths which were extremely plentiful this
summer.
Nothing came to the evening
primroses or the home-grown nepeta – too
pungent? I’m trying sweet rocket for next year.

Food Plants and Attractors
We hear a lot about “butterfly gardening” these
days.
I recently watched an episode of
“Gardener’s World” when butterfly gardening
was on the menu. But the programme only
dealt with varieties of buddleia davidii, which
we all know is the most successful attractor. In
fact, as someone said to me recently, there’s a
case for someone to develop varieties of
buddleia which flower both earlier and later
than usual.
Something else I picked up on is that the term
“food plants” refers only to the eating habits of
caterpillars or larvae, not flowers which provide
nectar for butterflies. The only advice generally
available is to leave a patch of nettles available
for tortoiseshells and/or peacock larvae. Ten
years ago a 3 metre bank of nettles and
goosegrass provided a border between the
garden and the farmer’s fields. It took three
years of covering with black plastic, and interplanting with young trees to get rid of most of
it. Even so there are still a few patches of
nettles left, ready to launch themselves into
their old habitat. I have never seen larvae
feeding on the nettles, nor butterflies showing
any interest, but what they do like is nectar
providing flowers and nice warm stone or wood
surfaces to bask on. Peacock butterflies have
only moved into the area within the last two
years, now I have up to 10 at a time, but I have
never seen them mating or egg-laying.

I would love to hear of successes from other
butterfly gardeners, especially on or near the
Black Isle. Maybe they could be posted on the
Highland Branch website?
As I write this on 6th November a beautiful
Peacock butterfly has woken yet again and is
fluttering around the Velux roof-light. I’ve put
out a saucer of sugared water but, as usual, it’s
not interested.
Janet King.

Determined to have a wildlife friendly garden, I
imported plugs of wild flowers known to be
favoured by certain species, eg. cuckoo flower

Iron Prominent, Duncan Davidson
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Derek Hulme

Chairmen

Derek decided to stand down from committee
at the last AGM after many years service to
our branch. Micro moths have been his
fascination for all the years I have been
chairman but now music is to take certre stage
as his other great love are the works of
Shostakovich.

The picture on page 10 is of the Branch
Chairmen, from left to right, Ray Collier –
founder member, David McAllister –
succeeded Ray and the current chairman
Jimmy McKellar.

He has attended the all our meetings in often
atrocious weather conditions and lead us on
some of our most interesting and exciting
field trips to destinations in out of the way
corners of the area. I think we would all like
to wish him a happy retirement from branch
duties and wish him all speed with his
writing.

Guests enjoying a break during setup at the moth night.

The following picture was taken in the year I
was born and shows Derek sugaring a sapling.

Small Copper – Jane Bowman

Anyone like to guess the year?
Jimmy McKellar
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bend of the path while I was still watching the
five in the triangle. We though that one of the
three had also come from the first group of six
giving a “conservative” count of 11.

Ringlets in Sutherland
th

On 11 July Tony Mainwood forwarded an e-mail
to me from David Patterson along with some
excellent pictures Tony had taken. The e-mail
began:

th

On the 16 as well as recounting the ringlets I
walked out to the open areas on the Dornoch side
of the wood which looked rather similar to the
area where the ringlets were flying but did not find
any others. Each day we were at Camore we
walked around the full forest walk and the table
below includes counts of the butterflies seen
throughout the wood for comparison.

Ringlets in Sutherland
Dear Butterfly troops,

On 9 July 2006 I came
across 6 Ringlet butterflies
in favourable habitat within
Camore Wood, Dornoch.
They are frequenting the
southern open woodland
edge with lush woodland
grasses.
I was delighted and somewhat surprised.
Delighted as this was a species we had been
expecting to spread and we have looked for it
several times in the Spinningdale area where
Philip Entwistle had recorded a single
individual several years ago. Surprised as the
site mentioned in the e-mail was in a forest I
often use to take our dog for a walk and
where I had been noting butterflies for several
years. Next morning was warm and sunny
with a strong wind from the south so Heather
and I set off, with Sparky the dog, to look at
the ringlet site. The forest walk winds
through a plantation of mature Scots Pine but
as it nears the south east edge of the wood it
opens out with birch and beech trees
interspersed with open areas covered in
bracken and long grasses. It was here that
David had found the ringlets. Almost at once
we saw them as they we flying actively in the
warm windy conditions, but they kept
disappearing into the long grass. Our feeling
was that there were probably 14 or 15 flying
but as there was movement between the three
subsections of the "colony" we could not be
certain. When we arrived there were 6 flying
in the long grass on the N side of the path.
Two of these flew over to a small open
triangle of shorter grass in the bracken on the
south side of the path. When they arrived
three ringlets which had been clinging to
grass got up and "displayed". Heather then
found three more near the fallen tree on the

Date 12/07/06 16/07/06 19/07/06 04/08/06
Temp °C
26
23
21
16
ths
Cloud (8 )
2
2
7
6
Wind SW4
S4
E2
E1
Start time 10:25
10:34
15:30
11:15
End time 11:40
11:23
16:30
12:23
Green-veined
White
1
1
2
Common Blue
Red Admiral
1
Small Tortoishell
1
Speckled Wood
4
14
1
2
Ringlet
11
8
1
0
Meadow Brown
5
7
1
8
Total
21
32
3
12
A word of warning. On my first visit I had walked
through some of the long grass areas and, as
these grasses were no longer actively growing, I
had left tracks in the grass. On subsequent visits,
including the one in August, my original tracks
could be seen. If you are visiting colonies of this
type please try to keep habitat damage to a
minimum by staying on path.
David W McAllister
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